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Abstract 44 

Neural oscillations appear important for perception and attention processes, as stimulus 45 

detection is dependent upon the phase of 7–11 Hz oscillations prior to stimulus onset. 46 

Previous work has examined stimulus detection at attended locations, but it is unknown 47 

whether unattended locations are also subject to phasic modulation by ongoing oscillatory 48 

activity, as would be predicted by theories proposing a role for neural oscillations in 49 

organizing general neural processing. Here we recorded brain activity with 50 

electroencephalography (EEG) while human participants of both sexes detected brief` 51 

visual targets preceded by a spatial cue, and determined whether performance for cued 52 

(attended) and uncued (unattended) targets was influenced by oscillatory phase across a 53 

range of frequencies. Detection of both attended and unattended targets depended upon a 54 

~5 Hz theta rhythm and a ~11–15 Hz alpha rhythm. Critically, detection of unattended 55 

stimuli was more strongly modulated by the phase of theta oscillations than was detection 56 

of attended stimuli, suggesting attentional allocation involves a disengagement from 57 

ongoing theta sampling. There was no attention-related difference in the strength of alpha 58 

phase dependence, consistent with a perceptual rather than attentional role of oscillatory 59 

phase in this frequency range. These results demonstrate the importance of neural 60 

oscillations in modulating visual processing at both attended and unattended locations, 61 

and clarify one way in which attention may produce its effects: through disengagement 62 

from low-frequency sampling at attended locations. 63 

 64 

Significance Statement 65 

Past work on the interaction between oscillatory phase and neural processing has shown 66 

the involvement of posterior ~7–11 Hz oscillations in visual processing. Most studies, 67 

however, have presented stimuli at attended locations, making it difficult to disentangle 68 

frequencies related to attention from those related to perception. Here we compared the 69 

oscillatory frequencies involved in the detection of attended and unattended stimuli, and 70 

found ~11–15 Hz oscillations related to perception independently of attention, whereas ~5 71 

Hz oscillations were more prominent for the detection of unattended stimuli. This work 72 

demonstrates the importance of neural oscillations for mediating stimulus processing at 73 

both attended and unattended locations, and clarifies the different oscillatory frequencies 74 

involved in attention and perception. 75 
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Detecting unattended stimuli depends on the phase of pre-stimulus neural oscillations 77 

Rhythmic fluctuations in neural activity are ubiquitous throughout the brain (Buzsáki, 78 

2006). Such oscillatory activity has been suggested to play a critical role in neural 79 

processing (Buzsáki & Draghun, 2004), and by extension, in cognitive and perceptual 80 

processes (Başar et al., 2001). Studies employing magnetoencephalography (MEG) and 81 

electroencephalography (EEG) have shown that the position within an oscillatory cycle (the 82 

phase, e.g., peak vs. trough) predicts behavioural outcomes at key times in the pre-stimulus 83 

period (VanRullen, 2016b). In particular, studies presenting visual stimuli at perceptual 84 

threshold have shown that stimulus detection at attended locations fluctuates with the 85 

phase of 7-11 Hz oscillations (Busch et al., 2009; Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Mathewson et 86 

al., 2009; Sherman et al., 2016). However, little work has endeavored to differentiate phasic 87 

influences affecting detection of attended stimuli from those affecting unattended stimuli 88 

(but see Busch & VanRullen, 2010). Here we compare the phase-dependence of perception 89 

between attended and unattended locations in a spatially cued visual detection paradigm.  90 

 91 

Most studies examining the influence of pre-stimulus oscillatory phase on perception have 92 

presented stimuli at a known central or peripheral location (Busch et al., 2009; Fiebelkorn, 93 

Snyder, et al., 2013; Mathewson et al., 2009; Sherman et al., 2016). In an exception to this 94 

trend, Busch and VanRullen (2010) presented low-contrast targets at cued and uncued 95 

locations, and binned trials based on the phase of oscillations in the pretrial period. They 96 

found detection of cued stimuli decreased monotonically with increasing difference from 97 

the optimal phase-bin of a pre-stimulus ~7 Hz oscillation at fronto-central EEG electrodes. 98 

There was no effect of pre-stimulus phase on the detection of uncued stimuli, suggesting 99 

that stimulus processing at unattended locations is not subject to phasic modulation by 100 

ongoing oscillations. However, consideration of the analysis employed by Busch and 101 

VanRullen (2010) suggests another possibility. It is well established that striate and 102 

extrastriate visual cortex is retinotopically organized, with lateralized stimuli producing 103 

responses primarily in contralateral visual regions (Zeki, 1978). This is important, as Busch 104 

and VanRullen (2010) did not contralateralize their data prior to analysis. As such, their 105 

design may not have been sensitive to detecting phase-dependence at lateral electrode 106 

sites, where early attentional effects are typically observed (Eimer, 2014).  107 

 108 
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Some studies have sought to identify oscillations involved in stimulus processing by 109 

examining rhythmic fluctuations in the temporal profile of behavioural responses. These 110 

studies have consistently demonstrated a ~4 Hz rhythm in the perception of stimuli at 111 

unattended locations (Dugué et al., 2016; Fiebelkorn, Saalmann, & Kastner, 2013) or under 112 

conditions of distributed attention (Landau & Fries, 2012). While these studies do not 113 

measure neural activity and, thus, cannot provide a definitive link between the phase of 114 

endogenous neural oscillations and perception, they do indicate that rhythmic processes 115 

are involved at some stage during stimulus processing. Complementing these results, a 116 

recent MEG study (Landau et al., 2015) showed a link between pre-stimulus 4 Hz neural 117 

activity (specifically, theta-gamma cross-frequency coupling) and stimulus detection under 118 

conditions of distributed attention. It remains unknown whether this theta phase-119 

dependence is modulated when spatial attention is allocated to a specific location, 120 

consistent with the results of the above behavioural studies. 121 

 122 

Here we examined whether pre-stimulus phase at contralateral electrode sites modulates 123 

stimulus detection outside the current focus of spatial attention. If unattended locations 124 

are not subject to phasic sampling, we expect no relationship between pre-stimulus phase 125 

and uncued-target detection (Busch & VanRullen, 2010). If unattended locations are subject 126 

to phasic sampling, this could present in two ways. Phase-dependence of uncued-target 127 

detection might occur at the same frequencies, and with the same strength, as for cued 128 

stimuli, indicating a sampling process that is independent of focused spatial attention. 129 

Alternatively, phasic modulation of uncued-target detection may occur at distinct 130 

frequencies, or with different strength, compared to cued stimuli, indicating a sampling 131 

process modulated by attention. Our results supported the final possibility, with stronger 132 

~5 Hz modulation for uncued stimuli compared to cued stimuli. 133 

 134 

 135 

Method 136 

Participants 137 

We tested thirty-six participants (26 females, mean age 21.97 years, SD = 1.66 years). Of 138 

these, nine participants were excluded for making eye movements on more than 25% of 139 

trials (criterion decided a priori). One additional participant was excluded for reporting the 140 
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target as absent on more than 85% of trials, leaving insufficient target-present trials for 141 

analysis. This left 26 participants in the final analyzed dataset (20 females, mean age 22.08 142 

years, SD = 1.74 years). Participants all self-reported as right handed and had normal or 143 

corrected-to-normal vision, provided written informed consent and were reimbursed at a 144 

rate of $10 per hour for their participation. The Human Research Ethics Committee at The 145 

University of Queensland approved the study. 146 

 147 

Stimuli and Procedure 148 

The stimuli and behavioural paradigm in this experiment were modelled on those of Wyart 149 

and Tallon-Baudry (2008). Participants were presented with a fixation display containing a 150 

central black fixation cross (RGB: 0 0 0; 0.42  x 0.42 ) with an arrowhead at the end of each 151 

arm of the cross (arrowhead length: 0.15 ). In the lower visual hemifield were two dark grey 152 

placeholder boxes (RGB: 192 192 192; 2.2  x 2.2 ; line thickness = 2 pixels) placed 6  153 

horizontally from fixation, and 3  below the horizontal midline (Figure 1). All displays were 154 

presented on a mid-grey background (RGB: 128 128 128). After 1500ms three of the 155 

arrowheads on the central cross disappeared, leaving one arrow pointing to one of the two 156 

boxes. This cue display was present for 500ms. Following this, the target appeared for 157 

11.8ms on target-present trials, or the screen remained unchanged for this duration on 158 

target-absent trials. The target was a Gaussian-windowed circular Gabor patch (diameter: 159 

2 ; spatial frequency: 5 cycles/ ), oriented at one of 8 evenly spaced angles from 20  to 160 

160 , and located centrally in one of the placeholder boxes. During the experiment, the 161 

maximum contrast value for the target was set at each participant's individual contrast 162 

threshold for 50% correct detection. Critically, this procedure for titrating the contrast 163 

value of targets was undertaken separately for cued and uncued trials, so that performance 164 

was matched for the two trial types in terms of detection and discrimination. Color bit-165 

stealing (Tyler, 1997) was employed to produce a finer resolution of contrast values than 166 

would otherwise be available. Contrast levels were titrated prior to each experimental 167 

session, as described below. Targets appeared centered in one of the two boxes in the 168 

lower visual field. On cued trials (60% of trials) the target appeared in the box indicated by 169 

the cue. On uncued trials (30% of trials) the target appeared in the opposite box. On target-170 

absent trials (10% of trials) no target was presented. After the target period the cue display 171 
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remained present for a further 488.2ms. This was followed by the detection probe, in which 172 

the words 'present' and 'absent' were displayed in 24pt Arial font at central locations 2  173 

above and below fixation, and whose positons were counterbalanced across trials. After 174 

2000ms the detection probe was replaced by the orientation probe, in which two large 175 

square gratings (4  x 4 ; 20% contrast; spatial frequency = 5cycles/ ) were centered 3  176 

above and below fixation on the vertical midline for 2000ms. The orientation test gratings 177 

were displayed at relatively low contrast so as to minimize any potential visual aftereffects 178 

they might have caused, and were positioned so as not to overlap the target locations. The 179 

orientation of one test grating matched the target orientation (counterbalanced to be the 180 

top or bottom grating equally often), and the other orientation was ±60  from the target 181 

orientation. On target absent trials an orientation was selected at random, and the second 182 

orientation differed from this by ±60 . After the orientation probe the next trial began with 183 

the fixation display. No feedback on accuracy or response time was given. Throughout the 184 

experiment participants' brain activity was recorded with EEG, as described in detail below. 185 

 186 

[Figure 1. roughly here] 187 

 

On each trial, participants were asked to fixate the central cross and direct their attention 188 

to the cued box without blinking or moving their eyes. During the present/absent probe 189 

they were asked to select 'present' if they felt they had seen the target, and to select 190 

‘absent’ otherwise. In the orientation probe participants were asked to select the grating 191 

orientation that matched that of the target as accurately as possible, regardless of whether 192 

they actually detected the target, and they were asked to guess in the case of undetected 193 

targets. Participants responded by pressing the up or down arrow keys with their right hand 194 

(for the top or bottom options, respectively) on a standard USB keyboard.  195 

 196 

Participants performed 2 x two-and-a-half hour sessions of the task on separate days. In 197 

each session participants were given written and verbal instructions, and were then shown 198 

ten example trials to familiarize themselves with the task. In the first five practice trials the 199 

target was presented at 80% contrast to introduce participants to the structure of the task. 200 

After the first five practice trials, participants were informed that in the actual task the 201 

target would be more difficult to see. They were then exposed to five more practice trials, 202 
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in which the target was presented at 40% contrast, to provide a more realistic example of 203 

the true task conditions. Each of the five-trial practice blocks contained two cued-target 204 

trials, two uncued-target trials, and one target absent trial.  205 

 206 

After this introduction, participants completed the target-threshold titration block, which 207 

consisted of 250 trials of the task described above, while the contrast of the targets was 208 

adjusted from trial to trial until participants produced a 50% rate of target detection. 209 

Contrast titration was performed using the QUEST algorithm for threshold estimation 210 

(Watson & Pelli, 1983). Two independent QUEST staircases were employed for each of the 211 

cued- and uncued-target conditions. Contrast levels began at 50% and were adjusted up or 212 

down based on the reports of the participant so as to achieve a 50% detection rate in each 213 

of the two different cue conditions. To provide more stable estimates, the estimated 214 

thresholds from the two cued-target staircases were averaged at the end of titration, as 215 

were those from the two uncued-target staircases. 216 

 217 

Next, participants completed the test phase, which was identical to the titration procedure 218 

except that targets were now presented at the individual’s estimated contrast threshold. 219 

Participants completed 250 test trials per session. In both titration and test blocks 220 

participants were given a short break every 50 trials. 221 

 222 

Stimuli were presented on a gamma-corrected NEC AccuSync 120 CRT monitor, with a 223 

1024 x 786 display resolution and an 85 Hz refresh rate. Stimulus presentation was 224 

controlled using the Psychophysics Toolbox 3 extension (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; 225 

RRID:SCR_002881) for MATLAB (MathWorks; RRID:SCR_001622), running under Windows 226 

XP, Service Pack 3. Viewing distance was maintained at 57cm with the use of a chinrest.  227 

 228 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: Behaviour 229 

Behavioural data were analysed with repeated measures ANOVAs (see the Results section 230 

for description of the factors and dependent variable for each test). All ANOVAs were run 231 

using JASP (JASP Team, 2018; RRID:SCR_015823).  232 

 233 

EEG Recording 234 
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Continuous EEG data were recorded using a BioSemi Active Two system (BioSemi, 235 

Amsterdam, Netherlands), digitized at 1024Hz with 24-bit A/D conversion. Sixty-four active 236 

scalp Ag/AgCl electrodes were arranged according to the international standard 10-10 237 

system for electrode placement (Oostenveld & Praamstra, 2001) using a nylon head cap. As 238 

per BioSemi system design, the Common Mode Sense and Driven Right Leg electrodes 239 

served as the ground, and all scalp electrodes were referenced to the Common Mode Sense 240 

electrode during recording. Eye movements were monitored using bipolar horizontal 241 

electro-oculographic (EOG) electrodes placed at the outer canthi of each eye, and bipolar 242 

vertical EOG electrodes were placed above and below the left eye. 243 

 244 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: EEG 245 

Offline EEG data analysis was performed using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004; 246 

RRID:SCR_007292), and custom MATLAB scripts (except where noted). The data were 247 

downsampled to 512Hz, high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz using the EEGLAB function firfilt( ), and 248 

referenced to the average of all scalp electrodes. Noisy channels, identified by visual 249 

inspection of the data, were replaced by a spherical spline interpolation of the voltages 250 

recorded at neighboring scalp electrodes. The data were then preliminarily segmented into 251 

7-second epochs spanning the duration of each trial, and baseline corrected between 252 

400ms and 200ms prior to cue onset for the purpose of inspecting the data. As large neural 253 

events may influence the phase estimates at surrounding times, epochs containing 254 

excessive noise or contaminated by eye blinks, saccades, or other muscle activity that 255 

occurred at any time within the period from onset of the fixation stimulus until the 256 

appearance of the detection probe following the target were excluded from further 257 

analysis. This lead to an average loss of 3.2% of all trials. To ensure phase estimates were 258 

not influenced by neural responses to the target, we excluded from analysis the pre-target 259 

period in which the phase-estimation procedure could have been influenced by target-260 

related activity (the temporal smearing region; see below for further details).  261 

 262 

We next applied a surface Laplacian to the data using the spherical spline method of Perrin, 263 

Pernier, Bertrand, and Echallier (1989) as implemented in the laplacian_perrinX( ) function 264 

from Cohen (2014). The surface Laplacian acts to attenuate low spatial frequencies from 265 

the topographical distribution of EEG data, reducing the impact of volume conduction on 266 
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measured potentials. It was employed here to allow us to estimate the phase of pre-267 

stimulus oscillations at scalp electrodes showing the first early visual responses, while 268 

minimizing the influence of volume conducted activity from other cortical sources on phase 269 

estimates. The data resulting from the surface Laplacian were used for all EEG analyses. 270 

Repeating the event-related potential (ERP) analyses and time-frequency power analyses 271 

without applying a surface Laplacian to the data produced qualitatively identical results.  272 

 273 

For ERP analyses, the data were re-epoched to the onset of the relevant event (we 274 

separately analysed target-evoked and cue-evoked ERPs, as described below), and were 275 

baseline corrected by subtracting from all time points the mean of the period from 100ms 276 

before the event until event onset. EEG responses were contralateralized relative to the 277 

location of the target by swapping each left-side electrode with its corresponding right-side 278 

electrode on trials in which the target appeared to the left of fixation. The data from trials 279 

in which the target appeared to the right of fixation remained unchanged. Thus, data were 280 

combined from the electrode contralateral to the target’s location, regardless of which 281 

location the target appeared in. ERPs were calculated by averaging all trials in the relevant 282 

combination of cue and detection conditions for each session, and then averaged across 283 

sessions. Significance tests for target-evoked ERPs were performed at every electrode at 284 

every time point from 0ms to 500ms, controlling for multiple comparisons with cluster-285 

based permutation tests (Groppe, Urbach, & Kutas, 2011). The cluster-based permutation 286 

test was 2-tailed, with a p = .01 threshold for inclusion in a cluster, and employed 5000 287 

permutations. Analyses were terminated at 500ms post-target-onset so as not to include 288 

responses evoked by the detection probe in the analysis.  289 

 290 

For our pre-target analyses, we chose to examine the posterior electrodes that showed the 291 

largest post-target evoked response. Thus, all other EEG analyses besides the target-292 

evoked ERPs described above, were performed at posterior electrodes that showed the 293 

largest target-evoked negativity in the ERP response for each individual (from the set {P1/2, 294 

P3/4, P5/6, P7/8, P9/10, PO3/4, PO7/8, O1/2}), collapsed across all trials and averaged across 295 

the period from 175-225ms post-target-onset (hereafter referred to as each individual’s 296 

focal electrodes). This time period was selected for averaging as it encompassed the time 297 

period of the maximum significant difference between detected and undetected targets in 298 
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the target-locked ERP analysis, as described in detail in the Results. A separate set of focal 299 

electrodes was selected for each session to account for between-session variability in the 300 

topography of responses due, for example, to minor variations in EEG cap placement. For 301 

the majority of participants, the focal electrodes were PO7/8 (Session 1: 18/26 participants, 302 

Session 2: 17/26 participants). The remainder of the participants had their focal electrodes 303 

at locations surrounding these (Session 1: P3/4: 1 participant; P5/6: 1 participant; P7/8: 1 304 

participant; P9/10: 2 participants; PO3/4: 2 participants; O1/2: 1 participant; Session 2: P1/2: 305 

1 participant; P3/4: 2 participants; P5/6: 1 participant; P7/8: 2 participants; PO3/4: 2 306 

participants; O1/2: 1 participant). 307 

 308 

To ensure pre-target differences in phase-dependence at particular times and frequencies 309 

were not driven by differences in the cue-evoked ERP, we compared the pre-target cue-310 

evoked ERPs between trials in which the target was detected and those in which it was not. 311 

This analysis was performed at each participant’s focal electrodes contralateral to the 312 

subsequent target, for each session, before averaging the ERPs across sessions. This was to 313 

provide an adequate control for the phase-dependence analysis that was also performed at 314 

contralateral focal electrodes. We compared detected-target with undetected-target trials 315 

separately for cued and uncued conditions, as these were the comparisons we made in the 316 

phase-dependence analysis. For this analysis, we employed FDR corrected t-tests 317 

(Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) at each time point from cue onset to target onset, but we 318 

also report the uncorrected results so as to provide a maximally informative control.  319 

 320 

For time frequency analyses, the data were epoched from 1500ms pre- to 1500ms post-321 

target-onset. Time-frequency analyses were performed by convolving each trial epoch with 322 

3-cycle complex Morlet wavelets (Tallon-Baudry & Bertrand, 1999; Cohen, 2014) at 39 323 

linearly spaced frequencies from 2 Hz to 40 Hz. Three-cycle wavelets were used to provide 324 

reasonable frequency precision while not contaminating too much of the pretrial period 325 

with activity that may have been smeared from post-stimulus responses. Power and phase 326 

were extracted from the complex result of the wavelet transform. 327 

 328 

Power data were baseline corrected against the period from -800ms to -600ms pre-target 329 

(-300 to -100 pre-cue) using decibel conversion. Analysis of lateralized oscillatory power in 330 
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the cue period was performed across time and frequency at each individual’s focal 331 

electrodes, comparing power contralateral to the cued hemifield with that ipsilateral the 332 

cued hemifield. For this analysis, we again employed FDR controlled t-tests (Benjamini & 333 

Hochberg, 1995) at all frequencies and all times from -500ms (cue onset) to 0ms (target 334 

onset). While correction against a pretrial baseline is not strictly necessary for analysis of 335 

contralateral-ipsilateral difference scores, it was employed here to allow visualization of full 336 

scalp topographies of the power data. Analysis of decibel-converted differences between 337 

contralateral and ipsilateral focal electrodes, with no pretrial baseline correction, produced 338 

very similar results.  339 

 340 

Analysis of phase-dependence of perception was performed using the Phase Opposition 341 

Sum (POS) metric (Drewes & VanRullen, 2011; Dugué, Marque, & VanRullen, 2011; 342 

VanRullen, 2016a). This metric quantifies the extent to which two groups of trials (e.g., 343 

detected targets and undetected targets) are associated with phase clustering at differing 344 

average phase angles at a particular time and frequency. Phase clustering is quantified by 345 

taking the magnitude of the vector produced by taking the circular mean of unit-length 346 

vectors at measured phase angles for a particular time point across trials. The POS metric 347 

capitalizes on the fact that if two conditions show strong phase clustering at opposite 348 

phase angles, their individual phase-clustering values should exceed the phase-clustering 349 

value produced by all trials from both conditions combined. If these conditions are met, 350 

POS will be high. In comparison, if the two conditions do not show strong phase clustering 351 

at a particular time point, or if they do but the phases cluster at roughly the same phase 352 

angles in both conditions, POS will be low. Under these conditions, the separate phase-353 

clustering values of the two conditions will be roughly equivalent to, or exceeded by, the 354 

phase clustering of the conditions combined (see VanRullen, 2016a, for further description 355 

and diagrammatic examples). The POS metric was chosen instead of other available 356 

methods, such as the circular Watson-Williams test, because the uncued condition yielded 357 

a total of 150 trials across both sessions, and VanRullen (2016a) found that the POS metric 358 

provided the best statistical power with fewer than 200 trials, relative to other phase-359 

opposition metrics. To maximize trial numbers for this analysis, trials from sessions 1 and 2 360 

were combined prior to the POS calculation.  361 

 362 
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Group level statistics for the POS measure were assessed by computing individual-level p-363 

values via z-scored permutation tests (VanRullen, 2016a) with 5000 permutations, and 364 

combining p-values across individuals using Stouffer’s method (Stouffer et al., 1949), which 365 

transforms individual p-values into z-scores, combines them across participants, and 366 

converts the resulting z-score to a combined probability. The implementation of this 367 

process in MATLAB produced a combined p-value of 0 for input p-values less than 10-16. As 368 

such, input p-values below this value were changed to 10-16 prior to p-value combination 369 

with Stouffer’s method. The subsequent p-values were adjusted using FDR correction for 370 

multiple comparisons. The POS analysis, z-scored permutation tests, and p-value 371 

combination were performed using MATLAB code that accompanies VanRullen (2016a). 372 

POS analyses were performed from -500ms (cue onset) until the first time-point at which 373 

phase values could have been influenced by post-target activity (i.e., the temporal-smearing 374 

boundary). As we employed 3-cycle wavelets for the time-frequency decomposition, any 375 

time-points within 1.5 cycles of target onset could have been influenced by post-target 376 

activity. Thus, the temporal-smearing boundary necessarily differed as a function of 377 

frequency (e.g., 1.5 cycles at 4 Hz yields a smearing width of 375ms, whereas 1.5 cycles at 10 378 

Hz produces a smearing width of 150ms). Activity in the period between the temporal-379 

smearing boundary and target onset was excluded from the POS analysis.  380 

 381 

As planned a priori, we collapsed across sessions 1 and 2 for all EEG analyses. As a post-hoc 382 

check we repeated all behavioural analyses with Session (1 vs 2) as an additional factor, and 383 

found that Session did not interact with any other factor. The only significant effect of 384 

Session was a main effect in the analysis of contrast thresholds. As such, Session is included 385 

in our reporting of the contrast threshold analysis.   386 

 387 

 388 

Results 389 

Behavioural 390 

A 2 (cue condition: cued-target, uncued-target) x 2 (session: 1, 2) repeated measures 391 

ANOVA on the contrast thresholds determined via titration and employed in the main 392 

experiment revealed a significant main effect of cue condition, F(1,25) = 16.72, p < .001, 2 = 393 

.40, demonstrating participants’ contrast thresholds were lower at the cued location than 394 
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at the uncued location (Figure 2A), consistent with participants attending to the cued 395 

location and previous demonstrations of attention’s influence on contrast thresholds 396 

(Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005). There was also a significant main effect of session, F(1,25) = 397 

13.12, p = .001, 2 = .34, reflecting a decrease in thresholds due to practice from the first to 398 

the second session. There was no significant interaction, F(1,25) = 1.03, p = .321, 2 = .04. 399 

Figure 1B shows that the contrast thresholds in this experiment were relatively high 400 

(roughly 27.5%), due to the extremely brief duration of the target stimuli (11.8ms). 401 

 402 

[Figure 2. roughly here] 403 

 404 

Participants reported stimuli as present on 56% of cued-target trials and 54% of uncued-405 

target trials (Figure 2B). These percentages were not significantly different, t(25) = 0.97, p = 406 

.343, Cohen’s d = 0.19 (corrected for the dependence between means with Morris & 407 

DeShon’s (2002) equation 8, allowing comparison to Cohen’s d from between groups tests). 408 

As expected, a 2 (reported perception: present, absent) x 2 (cue condition: cued-target, 409 

uncued-target) repeated-measures ANOVA on discrimination accuracy (Figure 2C) 410 

revealed that participants were significantly more accurate in judging the orientation of the 411 

target on trials in which they reported perceiving it, than on trials in which they did not, 412 

F(1,25) = 251.48, p < .001, 2 = .91. There was no significant main effect of cue condition, 413 

F(1,25) = 1.22, p = .280, 2 = .05, and no significant interaction, F(1,25) = 2.05, p = .164, 2 = 414 

.08. False positive rates were low (M = 10% of target-absent trials, SD = 12%). Average 415 

sensitivity was positive, d’ = 1.75 (SD = 0.16), and was significantly different from zero, t(25) 416 

= 11.54, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.31. Average bias was conservative, log   = 1.56 (SD = 0.28), 417 

and significantly different from zero, t(25) = 5.85, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.17. 418 

 419 

Event-related potentials 420 

Cluster permutation analysis comparing contralateralized ERP responses between detected 421 

targets and undetected targets, collapsed across cue condition, revealed a significantly 422 

more negative response when targets were detected than when they went undetected, at a 423 

cluster of eight contralateral posterior electrodes (Figure 3, top panel) from 165ms post 424 

stimulus to around 240ms post-stimulus onset, peaking at 203ms, at contralateral 425 
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electrodes PO7/8. This negativity was accompanied by a small but significant positive 426 

difference at six ipsilateral parieto-occipital electrodes, from 174ms to 227ms, and maximal 427 

at ipsilateral electrodes PO3/4. These early effects were followed by widespread 428 

differences, such that responses to detected targets were significantly more positive than 429 

those to undetected targets, beginning at around 260ms post-target onset and persisting 430 

until the onset of the detection probe at 500ms (data not shown).  Comparing ERPs 431 

between detected and undetected targets, separately for cued-target trials and uncued-432 

target trials, produced very similar results to those described above (Figure 3, middle and 433 

bottom panels, respectively). Comparing detected versus undetected difference scores 434 

between cued- and uncued-target trials produced no significant clusters, suggesting no 435 

interaction between cue condition and detection on ERPs. 436 

 437 

[Figure 3. roughly here] 438 

 439 

Our phase analysis, described below, examined oscillatory phase in the pre-target period, 440 

and as such overlapped with the period of cue-evoked ERPs. To ensure any finding of phase 441 

dependence cannot be attributed to differential cue-evoked ERPs for detected and 442 

undetected trials, we compared ERPs for these two trial types from -500ms (cue onset) 443 

until 0ms (target onset), at each individual’s focal electrode, contralateral to the upcoming 444 

target location. Repeated-measures t-tests at every time point, corrected for multiple 445 

comparisons by controlling the False Discovery Rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995), 446 

revealed no significant differences at any time point between cue-evoked ERPs from trials 447 

in which the target was detected and trials in which it was not detected. This was the case 448 

at both contralateral and ipsilateral electrode sites, when comparing detected and 449 

undetected trials in which the target was cued or uncued (Figure 4). As the results of these 450 

analyses have implications for the interpretation of our phase-dependence analysis, we also 451 

report them without any correction for multiple comparisons. It is important to note that 452 

with 256 time-points each (~1.95ms per time-point) and an alpha level of .05, these 453 

analyses would each be expected to produce an average of 12.8 significant differences by 454 

chance alone. The same analysis as described above, performed at contralateral focal 455 

electrodes with no correction for multiple comparisons, produced four significantly 456 

different time-points on cued-target trials (scattered between -166ms and -152ms, all p 457 
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values > .028), and five significant differences between time-points on uncued-target trials 458 

(one at -420ms, and four between -35ms and -5ms, all p values > .015). The low number of 459 

significant time-points, and the low degree of overlap between these and the times of 460 

observed phase-dependence, reported below, indicates that the phase results were not 461 

driven by differences in cue-evoked ERPs. 462 

 463 

[Figure 4. roughly here] 464 

 465 

Pre-target power 466 

Comparison of oscillatory power between focal electrodes contralateral and ipsilateral to 467 

the cued visual hemifield revealed the expected pre-target alpha amplitude decrease 468 

contralateral to the cued side of space. FDR-controlled t-tests at every time and frequency 469 

revealed that power was significantly lower at contralateral focal electrodes, relative to 470 

ipsilateral focal electrodes, in the range from 10 Hz to 24 Hz, from -129ms until the end of 471 

the analysis window at 0ms (Figure 5). This result is consistent with previous studies that 472 

have shown alpha lateralisation with attentional allocation (Worden, Foxe, Wang, & 473 

Simpson, 2000; Sauseng, Klimesch, Stadler, Schabus, Deppelmayr, …, & Birbaumer, 2005; 474 

Thut, Nietzel, Brandt, & Pascual-Leone, 2006), and are consistent with participants’ shifting 475 

their attention covertly to the cued side as intended. Power was also significantly higher 476 

contralateral relative to ipsilateral the cued hemifield at 2 Hz, from -387ms until -125ms. No 477 

power differences were found between the pretrial periods for trials in which the target was 478 

detected and those in which it was not detected, consistent with previous results observed 479 

with this paradigm (Wyart & Tallon-Baudry, 2008).  480 

 481 

[Figure 5. roughly here] 482 

 483 

Phase analysis 484 

The Phase Opposition Sum (POS) metric quantifies the degree to which detected- versus 485 

undetected-target trials cluster at opposing phases of an oscillatory cycle at a particular 486 

time and frequency (VanRullen, 2016a, see Method for details). This analysis, when 487 

performed at focal electrodes contralateral to the location of cued targets, revealed a 488 

number of significant time points. There was a cluster of significant phase modulation in 489 
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the theta frequency range between 4 Hz and 6 Hz, from -402ms to -279ms, which had a p-490 

value minimum at the border of the temporal smearing range at 5 Hz at -300ms (Figure 491 

6A). A second cluster spanned the alpha frequency range, from 7–15 Hz, from -363ms to -492 

240ms, and had a p-value minimum at 11 Hz at -316ms. Other small clusters appeared at 493 

other times and frequencies (see Figure 6A).  494 

 495 

[Figure 6. roughly here] 496 

 497 

The same analysis applied to uncued-target trials (Figure 6B) revealed a cluster of 498 

significant theta phase dependence between 4 Hz and 6 Hz, from the start of the analysis 499 

window at -500ms (cue onset) until -330ms, with a p-value minimum from 4-5 Hz from -500 

445ms to -377ms. The second cluster was between 11 Hz and 15 Hz from -346ms to -302ms, 501 

with a p-value minimum at 14 Hz at -318ms. Interestingly, the temporal and frequency 502 

properties of this second cluster overlap closely with the alpha frequency cluster found for 503 

the cued-target condition. There was also considerable overlap between the 4-6 Hz theta-504 

frequency cluster observed here and the 4-6 Hz theta-frequency cluster observed for the 505 

cued-target condition, though the cluster revealed here for uncued trials began 506 

considerably earlier, with its period of minimum p-value beginning before the significant 507 

period began in the cued-target condition. This result may suggest stronger phase-508 

dependence for uncued stimuli in the theta frequency range. An important caveat, 509 

however, is that although p-values were lower in the cued-target condition, this result 510 

might have arisen merely because there were more trials in the cued than in the uncued 511 

condition. To address this possibility, we repeated the above analysis after subsampling an 512 

equal number of trials in all conditions (detected cued targets, undetected cued targets, 513 

detected uncued targets, and undetected uncued targets). This analysis also yielded 514 

significant results, but with p-values lower in the uncued-target condition. As it is 515 

inappropriate to interpret p-values in terms of strength of evidence, we next directly 516 

compared the influence of pre-stimulus oscillations on target detection between cued- and 517 

uncued-target trials. 518 

 519 

To compare the influence of pre-stimulus oscillatory phase between cued- and uncued-520 

target trials for the frequency ranges identified above, we performed an analysis in which 521 
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we sorted trials into nine non-overlapping bins of equal width based on the phase of 522 

contralateral pre-stimulus oscillations at a particular time and frequency, and calculated the 523 

detection rate for the trials within each phase bin. The optimally performing bins were then 524 

aligned, as described in previous studies (Busch, Dubois, & VanRullen, 2009; Busch & 525 

VanRullen, 2010). The bin with the highest detection rate was deemed the 0° bin, and the 526 

other bins maintained their relationship relative to this bin. If a relationship between phase 527 

and performance is present, then bins neighboring the optimal bin should show 528 

monotonically decreasing performance with increasing circular distance from the optimal 529 

bin (after excluding the optimal bin from analysis, as performance in this bin is superior by 530 

definition). By contrast, if there is no phasic relationship in the data, then the ‘optimal’ bin 531 

should exhibit superior performance by chance only, and the neighboring bins should show 532 

no systematic pattern of performance. Phase binning and optimal bin alignment were 533 

performed at each time and frequency within the relevant ranges, and then averaged 534 

across time and frequency. We performed a repeated-measures ANOVA on detection rates 535 

across each phase bin and cue condition, excluding the ‘optimal’ phase bin. Greenhouse-536 

Geisser correction was applied where Mauchly’s test indicated the assumption of sphericity 537 

had been violated.  538 

 539 

We first compared phase dependence between cued and uncued trials in the range in which 540 

their pretrial effects overlapped, from 4–6 Hz, between -402ms and -330ms. This produced 541 

a significant main effect of phase, F(2.41,60.25) = 36.66, p < .001, 2 = .60. The main effect 542 

of cue condition was not significant, F(1,25) = 0.80, p = .381, 2 = .03, but there was a 543 

significant interaction between cue condition and phase, F(3.82,95.52) = 4.88, p = .001, 2 = 544 

.16, indicating a larger effect of theta phase in the uncued condition than in the cued 545 

condition (Figure 7A). The effect of 4–6 Hz theta phase on detection of cued targets 546 

accounted for 10.57% of the overall detection rate, compared with 19.74% for uncued 547 

targets. These percentages are likely to be underestimates due to exclusion of the optimal 548 

phase bin, as described above.  549 

 550 

The same analysis performed on the overlap between the higher frequency activity from 551 

the cued and uncued conditions, from 11–15 Hz, between -346ms and -302ms, revealed a 552 
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significant main effect of phase, F(3.06,76.60) = 65.18, p < .001, 2 = .72, but no significant 553 

main effect of cue condition, F(1,25) = .13, p = .725, 2 < .01, and no significant interaction, 554 

F(2.66,66.44) = 0.94, p = .420, 2 = .04, indicating an effect of alpha phase that was the 555 

same on cued- and uncued-target trials (Figure 7B). The effect of 11–15 Hz alpha phase on 556 

detection of cued targets accounted for 11.47% of the overall detection rate, compared 557 

with 14.58% for uncued targets. To control for the possibility of different trial numbers 558 

contributing to differences between the conditions, we repeated these analyses with equal 559 

numbers of randomly selected trials in all conditions. All the significant effects identified in 560 

the original analysis were replicated in this additional trial-balanced analysis.  561 

 562 

[Figure 7. roughly here] 563 

 564 

When oscillatory amplitude is close to zero, phase values become difficult to estimate. As 565 

such, it is possible for amplitude differences between conditions to produce spurious 566 

differences in phase metrics. It should be noted that the phase differences reported here 567 

for detected versus undetected targets (Figure 6), and the differences in phase dependence 568 

for cued- versus uncued-target trials (Figure 7), occurred at different times and frequencies 569 

from the significant power reduction shown in Figure 5. Thus, any difference in phase 570 

metrics is unlikely to be related to differences in power between the conditions.  571 

 572 

High inter-trial phase consistency (ITPC) has the potential to mask the effects of phase on 573 

perception. Thus, it is important to rule out the possibility that differences in detection 574 

between conditions as a function of phase could be driven by differences in ITPC in the pre-575 

target period. ITPC is known to be inflated by low trial numbers (Cohen, 2014), so for the 576 

following analyses we selected random subsamples of trials in each condition to equate 577 

trial numbers across all the conditions. These analyses were performed with FDR corrected 578 

t-tests (except where noted) at every time and frequency outside the temporal smearing 579 

region.  580 

 581 

We first compared ITPC at focal electrodes contralateral to the target, for detected- versus 582 

undetected-target trials, separately for cued- and for uncued-target trials, to control for the 583 

effects of ITPC in the POS analysis above (Figure 6). This analysis revealed no significant 584 
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differences in either the cued- or uncued-target trials at any time or frequency (cued: p 585 

values > .717, uncued: p values > .601). Thus, differences in ITPC are unlikely to have driven 586 

the effects observed in the POS analysis. Further re-analyses correcting for multiple 587 

comparisons with cluster-based permutation tests (Groppe et al., 2011) produced the same 588 

results (cued: cluster p values > .999, uncued cluster p values > .159). 589 

 590 

We also compared ITPC between cued- and uncued-target trials, collapsing across 591 

detection conditions, to examine the impact of ITPC on phase-dependence differences 592 

between the conditions. This analysis revealed no significant difference at any time or 593 

frequency when correcting for multiple-comparisons using FDR (p values > .227). By 594 

contrast, re-analysis with multiple comparisons controlled using cluster-based permutation 595 

tests revealed a cluster of significantly stronger ITPC in the cued-target condition than in 596 

the uncued-target condition (cluster p = .048, from 10 Hz to 16 Hz, between -363ms and -597 

301ms; Figure 8). This effect overlaps in time and frequency with the alpha-frequency POS 598 

results reported above, and suggests that the alpha-frequency phase-dependence of 599 

perception described earlier for the cued-target condition (Figure 7B) might have been 600 

underestimated relative to the uncued-target condition. Importantly, however, there was 601 

no significant ITPC difference at the times and frequencies of the theta-frequency phase 602 

effect. Furthermore, focusing exclusively on the time-frequency range of the theta phase 603 

effect showed average ITPC was not significantly different between detected- and 604 

undetected-target trials across that range (4–6 Hz, between -403 and -330ms), t(25) = 1.22, 605 

p = .233, Cohen’s d = .24. ITPC differences between the conditions therefore cannot explain 606 

the theta-frequency difference in phase dependence between cued- and uncued-target 607 

trials (Figure 7A). 608 

 609 

[Figure 8. roughly here] 610 

 611 

Discussion 612 

Little work has attempted to differentiate the neural oscillations that relate to phasic 613 

modulation of perception at attended and unattended locations, making it unclear whether 614 

oscillatory effects on perception are intrinsic to the functioning of sensory cortex, or are 615 

driven by top-down mechanisms such as attention. Here we sought to examine whether 616 
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the phase of pre-stimulus oscillations modulates the processing of stimuli outside the focus 617 

of attention, and whether differences exist in the phase dependence of visual processing 618 

between attended and unattended stimuli. We predicted that if unattended locations are 619 

not subject to phasic modulation of stimulus processing (Busch & VanRullen, 2010), we 620 

would observe no relationship between pre-stimulus phase and uncued-target detection at 621 

any frequency. Alternatively, if unattended locations are subject to phasic modulation of 622 

stimulus processing, we expected one of two outcomes. We might observe the same 623 

phase-dependence characteristics at both attended and unattended locations, indicating a 624 

perceptual sampling process that is independent of attention. Alternatively, we might 625 

observe phase dependence for both attended and unattended locations that differs 626 

between locations. This would indicate a sampling process that is affected by attention.  627 

 628 

Our results confirm that processing of stimuli outside the focus of attention is subject to 629 

phasic modulation by ongoing oscillations recorded contralateral to the location of the 630 

stimulus. Specifically, for both cued and uncued targets, we observed target detection to 631 

fluctuate with the phase of both a ~5 Hz theta rhythm, and a broad high-alpha frequency 632 

rhythm (from 11–15 Hz). These results are in contrast to previous work (Busch & VanRullen, 633 

2010) that did not account for the location of the target by contralateralizing the data, and 634 

found no phase dependence for uncued stimuli. We also found that pretrial theta phase 635 

modulated the detection of unattended stimuli almost twice as strongly as it did attended 636 

stimuli, suggesting the allocation of spatial attention produces a relative disengagement 637 

from ongoing theta-frequency sampling. In contrast, alpha phase-dependence was no 638 

different for cued and uncued stimuli, consistent with suggestions that the phase of 639 

posterior alpha rhythms instantiates an ongoing perceptual sampling process, rather than a 640 

sampling mechanism that is engaged when attention is allocated (VanRullen, 2016b). We 641 

hesitate to place too much emphasis on the apparent similarity of alpha phase dependence 642 

for cued- and uncued-target trials, however, due to ITPC differences that confound the 643 

phase-dependence analysis at alpha frequencies.  644 

 645 

The pre-target period examined in our phase-dependence analysis was also the period 646 

following the spatial cue that directed participants to attend to one location or the other. 647 

To conclude that the phase-dependence effects we observed reflect the influence of 648 
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ongoing endogenous oscillations on perception, it is important to rule out that such phase 649 

effects might be driven instead by differences in the evoked response to the cue for 650 

detected- and undetected-target trials. Any differences in evoked responses may appear as 651 

differences in phase or amplitude when decomposed into the time-frequency domain, 652 

without necessarily being caused by a change in endogenous oscillations (Sauseng et al., 653 

2007). Such cue-related ERP differences between detected- and undetected-target trials 654 

are unlikely given that the stimuli in these conditions were physically identical. Indeed, we 655 

showed that cue-evoked ERPs recorded at exactly the times and electrodes that were 656 

included in the phase analysis showed no significant differences between detected- and 657 

undetected-target trials. We can therefore be confident that the phase-dependence of 658 

target detection observed during this period reflected actual differences in pretrial phase 659 

between detected and undetected targets, and not merely differences in the cue-evoked 660 

ERP. 661 

 662 

The phase-dependent detection we observed at alpha frequencies is consistent with 663 

previous results demonstrating posterior alpha frequency sampling when to-be-detected 664 

stimuli are presented at a known, attended location (Mathewson et al., 2009; Sherman et 665 

al., 2016). Here we extend these results by demonstrating that alpha phase-dependence is 666 

of equal magnitude for stimuli appearing at attended and unattended locations, consistent 667 

with the suggestion that alpha phase modulates perceptual processing independently of 668 

attention (VanRullen, 2016b). This is a counterintuitive result given the well-established 669 

finding that the strength of alpha oscillations (i.e., their amplitude) is relatively decreased 670 

contralateral to the location of spatial attention (Sauseng et al., 2005; Thut et al., 2006; 671 

Kelly et al., 2006; Worden et al., 2000), and the degree of attention-related alpha amplitude 672 

lateralization predicts behavioural performance (e.g., Händel et al., 2011; van Diepen et al., 673 

2016). Alpha oscillations have been strongly implicated in the inhibition of neural 674 

processing, with increased alpha amplitude associated with increased inhibition in sensory 675 

cortices (Goldman et al., 2002; Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Lange et al., 2013; Romei et al., 676 

2008). As such, one might expect the degree of alpha phase-dependence to be related to 677 

alpha amplitude (Jensen et al., 2012, 2014). As noted above, however, we do not wish to 678 

rely too heavily on the finding of comparable phase-dependence for cued- and uncued-679 

target trials, for two reasons. First, as noted above, the ITPC analysis revealed a difference 680 
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between cued- and uncued-target trials in the degree of pretrial phase clustering at alpha 681 

frequencies, which might have masked the cued-target phase-dependence to some 682 

degree. Second, the time range over which we observed pretrial alpha-power lateralization 683 

did not overlap with the time range over which we observed pretrial-alpha phase-684 

opposition. Thus, the potential interrelation between alpha amplitude and alpha phase-685 

dependence requires further empirical appraisal.  686 

 687 

Recent work has suggested that the monitoring of multiple locations by spatial attention 688 

may be instantiated by a ~7–8 Hz attentional rhythm that samples different locations on 689 

successive oscillatory cycles, effectively sampling each location at a frequency that is 690 

proportional to 7–8 Hz sampling divided by the number of locations (Fries, 2009, 2015; 691 

Holcombe & Chen, 2013; Landau et al., 2015). Our results showing a reduced influence of 692 

theta oscillations for the perception of attended stimuli, relative to unattended stimuli, 693 

suggest that this sampling process need not necessarily be divided evenly across all 694 

possible target locations. Rather, theta-sampling might be subject to top-down control, not 695 

only for selection of the specific locations to which it is applied, but also for the degree to 696 

which it is applied at each location. Theta rhythmic sampling could be asymmetrically 697 

applied across locations based on the likelihood of a target appearing at each location. 698 

 699 

Our results in human observers are strikingly consistent with the findings of a recent 700 

experiment that employed electrocorticography in monkeys (Spyrolpoulos et al., 2017). 701 

Spyropoulos and colleagues trained two macaques to perform a visual attention task, and 702 

calculated Granger causal influence in the theta frequency band between signals from 703 

different regions of visual cortex. They found that Granger causal influence in the theta 704 

band was reduced when attention was directed to the stimulus contralateral to the 705 

recording site, but was maintained when attention was directed to an ipsilateral stimulus. 706 

This result might provide a neuronal mechanism for the present finding of an attention-707 

related disengagement of theta-frequency sampling. Decoupling neural signal transmission 708 

from low frequency oscillations could potentially result in a more continuous mode of 709 

sensory processing that is less subject to processing delays produced by regular periods of 710 

inhibition (Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009). 711 

 712 
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Previous studies have shown theta-frequency oscillations in behavioural responses to 713 

targets at unattended locations that are not present for attended targets (Fiebelkorn, 714 

Saalmann, & Kastner, 2013; Landau & Fries, 2012). Attempts have been made to link these 715 

effects to neural oscillations by demonstrating, for example, a theta-frequency pattern of 716 

performance disruption produced by transcranial magnetic stimulation contralateral to an 717 

unattended location (Dugué et al., 2016). While such approaches are highly suggestive, 718 

they are ultimately inconclusive as to the neural source of such rhythmic effects. Our 719 

findings go beyond this work by showing a significant association between detection 720 

performance and the phase of pre-stimulus oscillations, and by revealing a reliable 721 

modulation of this relationship by covert spatial attention. 722 

 723 

In summary, we have demonstrated that stimulus detection at unattended locations is 724 

subject to phasic modulation by pre-stimulus neural oscillations at cortical sites that 725 

process early stimulus-related information. Phase-dependent perception at alpha 726 

frequencies seems to be independent of attention, consistent with a perceptual sampling 727 

process (VanRullen, 2016b). In contrast, phase-dependence at theta frequencies is most 728 

strongly associated with sampling of unattended locations, modulating performance by 729 

almost 20%, whereas attended locations are less influenced by theta phase. Our findings 730 

suggest that attentional allocation is associated with a disconnection from ongoing theta 731 

sampling in visual cortex (Landau et al., 2015). Future empirical and theoretical work should 732 

be directed to understanding the mechanisms by which such disengagement from an 733 

ongoing sampling process occurs.   734 
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Figure Captions 903 

Figure 1. Schematic stimuli (not to scale). Participants fixated centrally, were cued to 904 

attend to one of the two boxes, and were required to report the presence/absence and 905 

orientation of a set of oriented lines that could appear in either box.  906 

 907 
Figure 2. Behavioural results. A) Contrast thresholds for 50% detection, as estimated by 908 

QUEST (Watson & Pelli, 1983). These thresholds show the effect of attention. B) 909 

Percentage of trials in which participants reported perceiving the target in the main 910 

experiment. C) Performance on the orientation discrimination task in the main experiment, 911 

showing the effect of awareness. Error bars represent within-participants SEM (Cousineau, 912 

2005; Morey, 2008). 913 

 914 
Figure 3. Target-locked ERPs from contralateral focal electrodes. Topographies show the 915 

contralateralized difference between responses to detected targets and undetected targets 916 

from 165-240ms. 917 

 918 
Figure 4. Cue-locked ERPs from contralateral focal electrodes. The time scale is negative to 919 

make clear that this is the pre-target period, and to facilitate comparison with the time-920 

frequency figures that present data from the same time period. 921 

 922 
Figure 5. Time-frequency amplitude change showing an attention-related alpha amplitude 923 

reduction contralateral to the cued location. A) Contralateral minus ipsilateral amplitude 924 

difference, computed at focal electrodes. Contralateral and ipsilateral are relative to the 925 

location of the cue. White boundaries show significant differences, corrected for multiple 926 

comparisons with cluster-based permutation tests (Groppe, Urbach, & Kutas, 2011). B) 927 

Contralateralized scalp topography across the 10-24 Hz frequency range, from -139 until 928 

target onset at 0ms. C) Topography of amplitude difference between contralateral and 929 

ipsilateral electrodes. 930 

 931 
Figure 6. Time-frequency maps of p-values resulting from pretrial phase-opposition sum 932 

(POS) analysis across frequency and time, thresholded to show only significant effects (p < 933 

.05). A) Cued-target condition. B) Uncued-target condition. Dashed white lines represent 934 

the edge of the temporal-smearing boundary. Times to the right of this line (indicated in 935 
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dark purple) were not analyzed due to the possibility that values in this range might have 936 

been influenced by post-target activity. 937 

 938 
Figure 7. Comparison of phasic differences in detection-rate between the cued and uncued 939 

conditions. Phase bins represent phase relative to the bin showing optimal performance, 940 

which was aligned to the centre phase bin (-20 to 20 deg). A) Detection rates binned by 4–6 941 

Hz phase from -402ms to -330ms. B) Detection rates binned by 11–15 Hz phase from -942 

346ms to -302ms. Error bars represent within-participants SEM (Cousineau, 2005; Morey, 943 

2008). 944 

 945 
Figure 8. Difference in inter-trial phase consistency (ITPC) between cued- and uncued-946 

target trials. Dashed black line represents the edge of the temporal-smearing boundary, 947 

with the dark grey section representing times that could not be analysed due to the 948 

possibility of contamination from post-target events. Warm colors represent higher ITPC 949 

on cued-target trials, while cool colors represent higher ITPC on uncued-target trials. The 950 

white border outlines the period of significant difference as determined with cluster-based 951 

permutation tests (Groppe et al., 2011). 952 
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